
Is your internet slow because of normal subscriber
usage, or is it because of a connection from some
country you have no business dealings in?

Is there an uptick in traffic because you’ve got
subscribers downloading more movies, or is 
your network being flooded with malicious traffic?

Is traffic going to and coming from a BitTorrent 
server, or is it coming from an attacker using 
a server to infect every device in your network?

These are all important questions. NetVizion’s
advanced monitoring provides the answers. 

You will know:

      What services and destinations are driving
      all the usage on your network

      Which users are causing the bulk of the
      traffic on your network

      Which Internet services are an individual
      subscriber consuming currently and
      historically

      Whether any malicious traffic is affecting 
      your network and subscriber experience
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Maintaining top 
network performance 
is critical... 
for you, and for 
your subscribers

Troubleshoot Network 
Performance Issues
Investigate network traffic spikes in 
real-time and identify who’s behind 
them. Instantly know where a device 
has been seen across a network and 
know exactly how devices are 
configured and when they change. 

Right-size your Network for
Optimum Service Delivery
Get in-depth information on how the
network is being used, including the
type of traffic, source, and destination, 
so you can confidently make the case
for network upgrades or expansion.

Defend the Network Against 
Malicious Traffic
See where traffic is coming from, and 
if it’s going where it’s supposed to. 
And if malicious traffic gets past your 
network defenses, you can see which 
devices were infected as the traffic 
moved through the network.

Get Answers Fast
NetVizion provides deep visibility into
all traffic flows, even encrypted traffic,
across your entire network. You can
see what applications are being used
on the network, who is using them,
and where the data is going.


